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Abstract— Robotic explorers are essential tools for gathering
information about regions that are inaccessible to humans. For
applications like planetary exploration or search and rescue,
robots use prior knowledge about the area to guide their search.
Ergodic search methods find trajectories that effectively balance
exploring unknown regions and exploiting prior information. In
many search based problems, the robot must take into account
multiple factors such as scientific information gain, risk, and
energy, and update its belief about these dynamic objectives as
they evolve over time. However, existing ergodic search methods
either consider multiple static objectives or consider a single
dynamic objective, but not multiple dynamic objectives. We
address this gap in existing methods by presenting an algorithm
called Dynamic Multi-Objective Ergodic Search (D-MO-ES)
that efficiently plans an ergodic trajectory on multiple changing
objectives. Our experiments show that our method requires up
to nine times less compute time than a naı̈ve approach with
comparable coverage of each objective.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotics has made it possible to explore areas that are
inaccessible or unsafe for humans. Robotic explorers can be
applied to search and rescue [1]–[3], planetary exploration
[4], [5], seafloor mapping [6], [7], agricultural monitoring
[8], [9], and other scenarios in which a robot is tasked to
collect information about a particular area.

However, robots used for these applications still rely
heavily on human input. Mars rovers cover only a few
kilometers over their lifetime in part because operators must
manually create or verify plans [4]. Similarly, search and
rescue robots often rely on humans to choose the most im-
portant areas to consider in their search. In these applications,
communication with a robot can be costly or impossible. It
is advantageous to operate without the need for human input.

Many autonomous motion planning algorithms must ad-
dress the exploration vs. exploitation problem: should the
robot search for new information (explore) or take advantage
of what it already knows (exploit). Ergodic search methods
find trajectories that effectively balance exploitation and
exploration of a single objective by spending time in regions
proportional to the expected information value there [10].

In many search applications, robots must consider multiple
objectives simultaneously. In the case of planetary explo-
ration, scientists and engineers seek to maximize the amount
of information a rover retrieves while avoiding high-risk
areas and limiting energy consumption.

Additionally, robots update their belief about the state of
their environment as they explore. Many applications also
involve multiple objectives that change as the robot explores
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Fig. 1: Left: Map combining three dynamic objectives (blue,
green, and yellow), and the original planned trajectory. Rover
is in the starting location. Right: Final executed trajectory
on the same objectives after re-planning based on change in
maps. Rover has traversed the entire trajectory. Each Gaus-
sian peak the robot visits becomes more diffuse, indicating
there is less information to be gained in that region once the
robot has taken samples there.

and gains information. For example, a search and rescue
robot can discover a particular area is void of survivors, and
the geometry of the rescue site can change with time. An
effective search algorithm should take into account how the
robot’s objectives change as it explores.

This paper describes an approach to autonomously plan a
trajectory which effectively covers multiple dynamic (chang-
ing) objective maps simultaneously. We introduce a function
that selects a new optimal solution after an objective map has
changed. Using this function, we maintain coverage of the
multiple objective maps, while requiring less compute time
than a naı̈ve approach. We demonstrate the efficacy of this
approach both on synthetic data (example shown in Fig. 1)
and on real data collected by a planetary rover analog.

II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

A. Ergodic Planning

This work focuses on the coverage of objective maps,
which represent a prior belief about the distribution of
information over a spatial region. Methods for coverage of
an objective map often concentrate on either exploration
or exploitation. Spatial decomposition approaches prioritize
exploration by spatially covering an entire region [11]–[13].
Methods based on information theory often focus on ex-
ploitation by using a greedy approach to choose the next
immediate action [14], [15]. Ergodic search balances explo-
ration with exploitation by designing trajectories that spend
time in a region proportional to the expected value of some
property in that region [10]. Ergodic search also produces
smooth trajectories, as opposed to other methods like rapidly-
exploring random tree (RRT) search.



The proportion of time a robot spends at a state x ∈ X ,
where X ⊂ IRd is the d-dimensional search domain, is called
the spatial time-average statistic of the trajectory (γ), and is
defined as

Ct(x, γ(t)) =
1

t

∫ t

0

δ(x− γ(τ))dτ, (1)

where the Dirac delta function is denoted as δ. The time-
averaged statistics of the trajectory should match the ex-
pected information density across the map. The difference
between these two distributions is computed using the
Fourier decomposition of each. The weighted sum of the
difference between the two distributions’ Fourier coefficients
is called the ergodic metric, Φ(·), and is defined as

Φ(γ(t)) =

m∑
k=0

λk |ck(γ(t))− ξk|2 , (2)

where m is the number of Fourier bases chosen, ξk are
the Fourier coefficients of the spatial distribution of the
information map, ck are the Fourier coefficients of the time-
averaged statistics of the trajectory, and λk are the weights
assigned to each Fourier coefficient. For this work, λk =(
1 +

∥∥∥ k
π

∥∥∥2)− d+1
2

is defined to place higher weights on
the lower frequency components, which correspond to larger
spatial-scale variations in the information distribution.

Ergodic search proceeds by finding optimal controls u∗(t)

u∗(t) = argminuΦ(γ(t)), (3)

for a robot whose dynamics are described by ẋ =
f(x(t), u(t)). We find the solution to Eq. 3 using a direct op-
timization method. Additional optimization criteria are added
to the ergodic metric to penalize control effort (Ju(u(t))) and
penalize the trajectory leaving a bounded area (Jb(x(t))). Eq.
3 becomes u∗(t) = argminuΦ(γ(t)) + Ju(u(t)) + Jb(x(t)),
with the extra costs defined as

Ju(u(t)) =

T∑
t=0

cuu(t)
2, and (4)

Jb(x(t)) = cb

T∑
t=0

max(x(t)− L, 0)2 + min(x(t), 0)2, (5)

where cu and cb are the chosen weighting for the control
effort and boundary cost, respectively, and the information
map is defined from 0 to Li in each of the spatial dimensions.
In this work, we choose cu = 0.03 and cb = 10. Eqns. 4
and 5 are adapted from the Projection-based Trajectory
Optimization (PTO) method of ergodic search [16].

B. Pareto Optimality

Pareto optimality refers to the concept of finding non-
dominated solutions for multiple objectives. Non-dominated
solutions are those for which there exists no other solution
that can perform better in one objective without performing
worse in another. The set of non-dominated solutions for the
whole solution space is called the Pareto front (Fig. 2).

An analysis of ten methods for selecting an option from a
Pareto-optimal set concluded that the technique for order of
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is one of
the best performing methods [17]. This work uses TOPSIS

Fig. 2: Example of a set of Pareto optimal solutions in a
two dimensional space for two objectives, f1 and f2. All
blue points except x3 lie on the Pareto front. The positive-
ideal solution (xpos), the negative-ideal solution (xneg), and
the solution chosen by TOPSIS (xTOPSIS) are shown.

as it is intuitive, efficient, and widely used as found in a
survey of 266 papers [18]. The TOPSIS technique chooses a
solution closest to the “positive-ideal solution” and farthest
from the “negative-ideal solution” [19].

We find the positive-ideal solution and the negative-ideal
solution by respectively combining the best and worst values
of each objective within the set of solutions (Fig. 2). Say we
have a set of k solutions to a problem with n objectives. For
the ith solution in this set, the distance to the positive-ideal
is given by

Si+ =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(vij − v+j )
2, (6)

where v+j is the value of the jth objective in the positive-
ideal solution, and vij is the value of the jth objective in
the ith solution in the set. The distance to the negative-ideal
(Si−) is calculated in the same way, replacing v+j with v−j ,
the value of the jth objective for the negative-ideal solution.
We then find the “closeness” of each solution to the optimal
solution using

Ci =
Si−

Si− + Si+
. (7)

The solution with the largest Ci value is chosen. Fig.2
shows an example of a set of Pareto optimal solutions with
the solution chosen by TOPSIS highlighted.

C. Planning for Dynamic Maps

Candela et al. present an approach to science-driven
robotic exploration that is guided by dynamic maps that
model the current state of knowledge of an area [6], [20]–
[22]. The dynamic maps are generated by an adaptive model
that consists of Gaussian Processes (GP) and Variational Au-
toencoders (VAE). The entropy derived from the probabilistic
model represents the uncertainty of scientific information
(spectra of terrain features) at any point in the map. It is
favorable for a robot to sample locations of high uncertainty,
in order to lower the total entropy of the map. Entropy is
shown to be highly correlated with the error of the spectral
reconstructions of terrain features.

Candela et al. investigate multiple planners for generating
trajectories based on this dynamically updated entropy map,



including direct (Dijkstra’s), random, greedy, and Monte-
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) planners [20]. These methods all
plan from a start point to an end point, rather than exploring
the map, but still allow for some exploration for scientific
information gain. It was found that MCTS performs the best
in terms of entropy reduction of the map [20].

Candela and Wettergreen consider the problem of reducing
entropy while avoiding risky areas for the robot [23]. A
risk model is incorporated into the planning methods in the
form of local and budget constraints. Similarly, Hollinger and
Sukhatme use an RRT-based approach for planning based on
information gain while incorporating other objectives like
fuel, energy, and time as constraints [24]. In this work,
we seek to incorporate risk and power consumption not as
constraints but as a true additional objectives.

Edelson investigates ergodic planning on the entropy map
model proposed by Candela et al. [25] and concludes that an
implementation of ergodic search called a PTO planner [16]
exhibits better performance than MCTS, evaluated in terms
of the final entropy of the map and the spectral reconstruction
error. Edelson shows that a PTO type planner that updates
the entropy map and replans after every step along the
trajectory exhibits better performance than one that takes
multiple samples before re-planning. Our work leverages
these conclusions, and extends ergodic search to multiple
objective maps.

D. Multi-Objective Trajectory Planning

Many methods exist for multi-objective trajectory plan-
ning. Genetic algorithms are popular, but require generating
many full solutions, which can be time- and memory-
intensive [26]–[33]. Other methods utilize Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm, A*, or D* search [34]–[41]. These methods are
effective for applications which include trajectory length as a
minimization objective and have a well-defined start location
and end location, but are less applicable for problems where
exploration of a region is important.

Ren et al. present the Multi-Objective Ergodic Search
(MO-ES) method which finds a set of Pareto-optimal tra-
jectories given multiple information maps [42]. This Pareto-
optimal set is generated by employing single-objective er-
godic search on combinations of the multiple objective
maps. Each Pareto-optimal trajectory has a “weight vector”
associated with it, which describes how the information maps
were weighted and added together to form a “scalarized”
objective map that was used to plan this trajectory. If we
have n objective maps cn and a (unit length) weight vector
Λ = [λ1, λ2, ..., λn], the scalarized map can be described
as C = λ1c1 + λ2c2 + ... + λncn. MO-ES uses adaptive
sampling of weight vectors based on the similarity between
the multiple information maps in order to approximate the
Pareto-optimal front of trajectories. This means fewer weight
vectors must be sampled in order to approximate the Pareto
front when multiple maps are similar. Ren shows that this
method produces better quality solutions than a naı̈ve method
and multi-objective genetic algorithms.

MO-ES assumes that all the objective maps are static,
and requires a human to choose from the generated Pareto-

optimal set of solutions. For applications such as exploration
with a planetary rover, the robot should be able to plan with
dynamic objective maps that are updated as time progresses
or as more regions are explored. The rover should also be
able to autonomously choose a solution from the Pareto
front in order to minimize costly communication. This work
extends MO-ES to take into account dynamic objectives and
autonomously select a solution from a Pareto set.

III. D-MO-ES: DYNAMIC MULTI-OBJECTIVE
ERGODIC SEARCH

The following section describes our approach to solving
the problem of multi-objective ergodic search for dynamic
information maps. The method involves three steps.

First, we employ the MO-ES method to generate a set
of Pareto optimal solutions based on the initial information
maps. Each solution corresponds to a weight vector which
describes the single scalarized information map that was used
to plan this solution’s trajectory. Second, we use the TOPSIS
method to choose one of the Pareto optimal solutions based
on their proximity to the positive-ideal solution. We then
take a single step along the chosen trajectory and update
the information maps according to the new robot location.
Third, we use a weight update function, pre-computed to
approximate the relationship between weight vector and
change in dynamic objective, to determine the next weight
vector that we should choose. The process of sampling the
next point in the trajectory, updating the map, and updating
the weight vector is repeated until the desired trajectory
length is reached.

A. Objectives Weight Vector Calculation

The naı̈ve approach to using MO-ES for dynamic objective
maps would be to allow MO-ES to compute trajectories for
a set of weight vectors every time a map is updated, and then
use TOPSIS to choose the best weighting scheme from that
set. However, this is time-consuming as a trajectory must be
planned for each weight vector at every step.

In order to efficiently plan on dynamic objective maps, our
method to calculate a new chosen weight vector is based on
the change in the objective map (Alg. 1). Empirically we see
that if one objective is changing, there is relationship between
the weight vector used before the map changed, the change in
the dynamic objective map, and the new weight vector cho-
sen. This relationship can be locally approximated by a plane,
where the independent variables (x and y) are the old weight
and the ergodic difference between the old map and the new
map, and the dependent variable (z) is the new weight. By
fitting a plane we can approximate the new weight vector
at each planning step. The plane equation is computed by
running MO-ES on a small set of states of the dynamic
objective maps, and finding the relationship between how the
map changes and the new Pareto-optimal weight chosen. The
surface representing the relationship between the weights
may not be planar across the entire space, however, we
observe that such a surface can be locally approximated as a
plane (a small change in one of the objective maps leads to a
small change in the Pareto front of weight vectors). We show



Algorithm 1 Dynamic Weight Update Function Calculation

1: npts ← number of data points
2: Md ← set of npts states of the dynamic objective map
3: Ms ← set of static objective maps
4: Ωc ← [] ▷ list of weight vectors
5: ε← [] ▷ list of ergodic differences between objectives
6: P ← [] ▷ list of data points being evaluated
7: for i in range(0,npts) do
8: Ωi ← MO-ES(Md,i, Ms) ▷ Set of weight vectors
9: Ωc,i ← TOPSIS(Ωi) ▷ Chosen weight vector

10: end for
11: for i in range(1, npts) do
12: εi ← ErgodicDifference(Md,i−1, Md,i)
13: Pi ← (Ωc,i−1, εi, Ωc,i)
14: end for
15: plane ← BestFit(P ) ▷ Fit the solution plane

that this method performs well empirically, and leave proving
theoretical bounds and exploring other approaches to future
work. Once we have the resulting plane equation for the
dynamic objective map, the weight vector is updated in two
steps: the weight for the dynamic objective map is updated
using the plane equation, and then the static objective weights
are updated in proportion to their original values (Alg. 2).

In order to calculate this plane equation, we need a few ex-
amples of how each dynamic objective map can change. For
example in our experiments, we use satellite data to simulate
in-situ rover measurements, so we can predict how a map
of scientific information could change. In some cases, there
may not be sufficient information about the environment to
simulate how a dynamic objective map changes.

B. Dynamic Multi-Objective Ergodic Search

The dynamic multi-objective ergodic search (D-MO-ES)
algorithm leverages the plane equation and weight update
function described in the previous section to plan trajectories
over multiple dynamic objective maps. D-MO-ES iteratively
updates the dynamic objective maps, calculates the new
weight vector, and calculates the ergodic trajectory on the
new scalarized objective map (Alg. 3).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

D-MO-ES is evaluated on two different kinds of data:
synthetic Gaussian information distributions (representing
information priors in general search and coverage tasks), and
objective maps from real data collected during field tests with
a planetary rover analog in Cuprite, NV. This section details
how the objective maps are generated and updated.

A. Synthetic Data

The objective maps used for our synthetic data experi-
ments are generated by placing Gaussian peaks at different
locations to represent the uncertainty of the corresponding re-
gion, with higher values corresponding to higher uncertainty
of information. When a sample is taken along a trajectory, the
uncertainty of the area around the sample is reduced. For our
dynamic synthetic objective maps, we simulate a reduction

Algorithm 2 Weight Vector Update Function

1: ωold ← last chosen weight vector
2: ε← ergodic difference in the dynamic objective map
3: d← index of the dynamic objective map
4: Is ← set of indices of the other objective maps
5: plane ← function of the plane ▷ from Alg. 1
6: ωnew ← ωold

7: ωnew[d]← plane(ωold[d], ε)
8: ∆ω ← ωnew[i]− ωold[i]
9: ωsum ←

∑
i∈Is

ωold[i]
10: for i in Is do
11: ωnew[i]← ωold[i] +

ωold[i]
ωsum

∆ω

12: end for

Algorithm 3 Dynamic Multi-Objective Ergodic Search

1: Md ← set of initial states of dynamic maps
2: Ms ← set of static maps
3: fm ← dynamic maps update function ▷ Describes how

each objective map changes with measurements or time
4: Ω0 ← MO-ES(Md, Ms) ▷ Initial set of weight vectors
5: ω ← TOPSIS(Ω0) ▷ Initial chosen weight vector
6: t← trajectory length ▷ Steps in the final trajectory
7: while t ≥ 0 do
8: T ← ErgodicTrajectory(ω, Md, Ms) ▷

Find the ergodic trajectory on the combined objective
map calculated using the chosen weight vector

9: Execute T[0] ▷ Execute first step of new trajectory
10: Md,old ←Md

11: Md ← fm(Md,old)
12: ε← ErgodicDifference(Md, Md,old)
13: ωold ← ω
14: ω ← WeightVectorUpdate(ωold, ε)
15: t← t− 1
16: end while

in uncertainty by reducing the heights of the Gaussian peaks
within a specified distance of the sample location, to indicate
that there is less information to be gained in that location.
Since the goal of the planned trajectories is to reduce the
overall uncertainty of the area, we evaluate performance of
trajectories on these synthetic data maps using reduction in
total uncertainty.

For static synthetic objective maps, we similarly use Gaus-
sian peaks to represent areas of high information density,
but do not update these peaks as the robot moves. We
evaluate the coverage of these maps using the ergodic metric
described in Section II-A. A lower ergodic metric signals
better coverage of the map.

B. Real-World Data

1) Entropy Map: The first objective in our planetary rover
analog experiments is to reduce uncertainty in scientific
information. We use the entropy map formulation proposed
by Candela et al., where “entropy” of each point in the map is
related to the variance of a Gaussian process which predicts
measurements at each point [20]. We use low-resolution
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER) satellite data as the prior and use high-



Fig. 3: First row: Initial set of objective maps and their scalarized combination. The planned trajectory based on the scalarized
map is shown in red. Second row: Updated set of objective maps and their new scalarized combination after the rover has
taken steps along the trajectory. Planned trajectory is shown in red and previously traversed trajectory is shown in green.

resolution Airborne Visible Near Infrared Spectrometer -
New Generation (AVIRIS-NG) data as a proxy for in-situ
samples [43]–[45]. In order to focus the ergodic search on
areas of high entropy, we threshold the entropy maps (setting
areas of high entropy above 75% of the maximum value to 1,
and areas of low entropy below 75% of the maximum value
to 0). We find experimentally that thresholding the entropy
maps results in a greater reduction of entropy when using an
ergodic method. The goal of planning based on the entropy
model is to reduce the total uncertainty of the area. Thus,
we evaluate performance with the reduction in total entropy.
As per the results in Edelson’s work, we update the entropy
model after every step along the trajectory [25].

2) Shade Map: Our second objective is to avoid shadows.
Our rover is solar powered, so in order to increase power
generation, the rover should prefer visiting sunlit areas.
Using a digital elevation model (DEM) of the field site, we
use raycasting based on the angle of the sun to generate a
map of shaded regions. Shadows have a low value while
sunlit regions have a high value, which encourages the rover
to stay in sunny areas. To evaluate performance on the shade
maps, we calculate the percentage of the trajectory which
falls within shaded regions. We want this value to be low. The
shade maps are updated every 4 steps along the trajectory,
which corresponds to a sun angle change of one degree.

3) Slope Map: Our third objective is to limit the slope the
rover traverses. The slope of the terrain in our test site acts
as a proxy for risk, so the rover avoids high sloped areas
and prefers driving over low slopes. To generate this risk
map, we use a Sobel image filter on a DEM of the region.
We opt to use slope as an estimate of risk for simplicity
and because of the limited information available for slip
characterization [20]. To evaluate performance, we sum all
the slope values at every point on the map. We then calculate
the slope at every point along a particular trajectory, and
calculate the percentage of slope the trajectory visits. A lower
slope percentage value is favorable.

C. Experiment Scenarios

For each data set (synthetic and real-world) we test our
approach on two different scenarios. In the first, we plan
on two objective maps, one static and one dynamic. In the
second scenario, we use three objective maps, where two of
them are dynamic and one of them is static. Fig. 3 shows
an example of our approach on real-world data, with two
dynamic objective maps and one static map. We run each
scenario for 40-50 trials using a different starting point in the
map for each trial. We chose these scenarios to demonstrate
our method’s ability to operate on a mix of different numbers
of static and dynamic maps, though our method will function
without any static objectives. For each of the scenarios, we
compare two different methods and plan a trajectory with a
total length of 10, 15, and 30 steps. At each planning step,
the ergodic search algorithm has a lookahead of 30 steps.

1) MO-ES + TOPSIS: The first approach uses the MO-
ES adaptive scalarization method to choose from a set of
possible weight vectors at each step along the trajectory.
MO-ES plans a candidate trajectory for each weight vector,
and then chooses one of these trajectories using the TOPSIS
method described in Section II-B. This is our naı̈ve approach.

2) D-MO-ES: The second method is our proposed ap-
proach, described in Section III.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We empirically show that D-MO-ES results in comparable
performance on multiple dynamic objectives to MO-ES +
TOPSIS with significantly less compute time.

Tables I and II detail the performance of D-MO-ES versus
MO-ES + TOPSIS on experiments using synthetic data and
data from Cuprite, NV respectively. For trajectory lengths
of 10 and 15 steps, we observe comparable performance
between the two methods in both two and three objective
scenarios for both synthetic and real-world data. D-MO-
ES slightly outperforms MO-ES + TOPSIS in some cases,
as in the case of a trajectory length of 10 steps for two



Two Objectives (Dynamic Objective 1 and Static Objective 2)
Percent Reduction Ergodic Metric Ergodic Metric Average Compute

of Objective 1 of Objective 2 of Objective 3 Time Per Step (s)
Steps in Trajectory 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30
MO-ES + TOPSIS 5.88 7.15 14.97 8.98 7.43 5.03 – – – 31.72 31.71 31.56

D-MO-ES 5.15 5.15 12.09 9.65 8.47 7.04 – – – 10.21 10.38 10.41

p-value 0.53 0.53 0.52 1.7e-3 2.1e-5 2.2e-6 – – – average speedup: 3.1x

Three Objectives (Dynamic Objective 1, Dynamic Objective 2, Static Objective 3)
Percent Reduction Percent Reduction Ergodic Metric Average Compute

of Objective 1 of Objective 2 of Objective 3 Time Per Step (s)
Steps in Trajectory 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30
MO-ES + TOPSIS 11.02 14.30 28.62 7.35 9.56 15.04 9.07 7.84 5.51 83.20 83.46 87.09

D-MO-ES 7.35 8.82 17.97 5.88 13.96 19.53 9.52 8.28 6.59 9.03 9.17 9.18

p-value 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.93 0.02 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.01 average speedup: 9.3x

TABLE I: Comparative evaluation with synthetic data.
Two Objectives (Dynamic Entropy and Static Shade)

Entropy Average % of Average % of Average Compute
Reduction Trajectory in Shade Slope Visited Time Per Step (s)

Steps in Trajectory 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30
MO-ES + TOPSIS 4.76 5.75 7.43 24.40 23.07 19.07 – – – 23.24 26.41 32.32

D-MO-ES 4.31 5.27 6.45 23.00 19.87 15.07 – – – 8.05 8.28 8.51

p-value 0.01 0.01 7.4e-4 0.60 0.20 0.05 – – – average speedup: 3.3x

Three Objectives (Dynamic Entropy, Dynamic Shade, Static Slope)
Entropy Average % of Average % of Average Compute

Reduction Trajectory in Shade Slope Visited Time Per Step (s)
Steps in Trajectory 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30 10 15 30
MO-ES + TOPSIS 4.38 5.74 8.12 1.25 1.00 0.92 0.021 0.032 0.068 41.04 49.85 70.72

D-MO-ES 4.39 5.52 6.96 2.75 0.33 0.17 0.022 0.033 0.064 7.33 7.42 7.59

p-value 0.70 0.48 1.0e-3 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.40 0.71 average speedup: 7.2x

TABLE II: Comparative evaluation with real-world data from Cuprite, NV.

objectives on data from Cuprite, NV. In other cases, MO-ES
+ TOPSIS slightly outperforms D-MO-ES, as in the case of a
trajectory length of 15 steps for two synthetic objective maps.
The coverage performance of both methods is generally
equivalent, with neither method vastly outperforming the
other in every scenario. We calculate the p-values between
MO-ES + TOPSIS and D-MO-ES using the double sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [46], and find that there is no
statistically significant difference (p ≥ 0.05) between the two
methods for all scenarios with a few exceptions where either
MO-ES + TOPSIS or D-MO-ES performs better. A higher
p-value means we accept the null hypothesis, which in this
case is that using our method and using the naı̈ve method
results in a similar outcome on a particular objective.

Further, we see that the performance of D-MO-ES gen-
erally decreases for trajectories of length 30 steps. This
follows from our formulation of D-MO-ES. The weight
update function is estimated by using a few examples of how
each objective map will change. Thus, we expect that as the
objective map continues to evolve the estimate will no longer
be an accurate approximation for updating the weights.

The strong advantage of D-MO-ES is its faster compute
time as compared to the naı̈ve MO-ES + TOPSIS method.
In every scenario tested, we see a 3-9 times speedup in
D-MO-ES versus MO-ES + TOPSIS. MO-ES + TOPSIS
requires planning multiple trajectories at each step and then
choosing the best one, while D-MO-ES is able to predict

the optimal solution, and only plan one trajectory. Thus, D-
MO-ES shows faster performance while maintaining good
coverage on each of the objective maps.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present an approach that enables au-

tonomous multi-objective ergodic planning with dynamic
objective maps. We present two novel ideas: 1) a function
that predicts the new optimal multi-objective weight vector
given the amount of change in an objective map, and 2) a
method that utilizes this function to efficiently plan trajec-
tories on multiple dynamically updating objective maps. We
incorporate the TOPSIS method of choosing a solution from
a set of Pareto optimal solutions in order to autonomously
plan trajectories on updating maps without human input.
Our approach reduces the required computation time as
compared to a naı̈ve method without sacrificing the coverage
performance of the chosen trajectory. We experimentally
verify that this approach can be applied to both synthetic
Gaussian maps, and complex real-world data modelling a
planetary rover scenario.

Numerical results indicate that the approximations used in
our approach perform best with small changes in objective
maps. Future work will investigate at what point our function
approximation becomes invalid, and will explore more accu-
rate models of the relationship between change in objectives
and the weight vector. Further, we will demonstrate this
method on different applications and real robotic systems.
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